INTERIOR PRODUCT SOLUTIONS

WALL COVERING
Acrovyn® Solid Colors

Offering heavy-duty protection, Acrovyn Rigid Sheet is the perfect wall covering for interiors subjected to daily abuse. Acrovyn
Solid Color Sheet is offered in a variety of beautiful colors, ranging from tranquil neutrals to vibrant jeweled tones. Acrovyn
sheet can be installed on a variety of substrates at full or partial height.

Features

Benefits

. Available as wall covering, panels, wall protection products

. Wide range of colors allows for coordination within any

and Acrovyn Doors
. 60 color options ranging from neutrals to bold colors
. Radius, custom forming, and cut-to-size available
. Available in multiple thicknesses

Applications

. High-traffic and high-impact areas
. Corridors
. Classrooms
. Patient/resident rooms
. Conference rooms
. Back of house
. Columns

interior design scheme

. Coordinates beautifully with entire line of Acrovyn finishes
. Durable Acrovyn keeps interior protected and looking
good

. Acrovyn color is integrated throughout, helping to reduce
discoloration caused by scratching

Building Segments

. Healthcare
. Senior Living
. Hospitality
. Education
. Office & Mixed Use
. Retail
. Aviation & Transportation
. Sports & Entertainment
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INTERIOR PRODUCT SOLUTIONS

WALL COVERING
Acrovyn® Solid Colors
Finish Options

Product Details

. PVC-free
. Available in 4’x8’ (1.2m x 2.4m) and 4’x10’ (1.2m x 2.4m)
sheet

Neutrals

. Custom sizing up to 12’ (3.7m) length; please contact
factory

. .040” (1.02mm), .060” (1.5mm), or .075”(1.9mm) thicknesses
. Aluminum and Acrovyn trim, clear or color-matched caulk,
and butt-joints are available for joints/transitions
. Suede texture is standard
. Optional custom textures available
. Can be thermoformed for inside and outside corners
. Primer or no primer
. Adhesive mount

Tinted
Neutrals

Colors

See all finish options online at c-sgroup.com.

Warranty

. Acrovyn Limited Lifetime Warranty

Certifications

. Resistant to certain bacterial & fungal growth
(per ASTM G 22-76 and G 21-13)

. Chemical resistant (per ASTM D 543)
. Impact resistant (per ASTM F 476-84)
. Abrasion resistant (per ASTM D 4060)
. UL Class A/1 fire rated and labeled
. California 01350 Testing (VOC Emissions)
. Cradle-to-Cradle Certified Silver

Questions? Connect with a CS Representative.
c-sgroup.com/representative-locator

c-sgroup.com
800.233.8493
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